ACROSS
1 Tidy basin – place possibly where cups are seen? (7,7)
10 City making request for peace – no turning back (5)
11 What home fuel will do? What’s the normal price? (5,4)
12 Play in river and lake (not the middle) (7)
13 Shrink with trembling when meeting a deity (7)
14 Jest by journalist in a language that needs interpretation (5)
16 An agency worker said to be unconstrained by time? (9)
19 Disorderly situation – not really one of those that will 29! (5,4)
20 Drunk after relapse gets transplant (5)
22 Humiliates clergy, squashing them (7)
25 Fellow meets bore, not stopping, in bar (7)
27 Tainted rogue imprisoned by a king being deprived of rights (9)
28 Vehicle parking by road (5)
29 What stables can do for you? Hang on a minute! (4,4,6)

DOWN
2 Mischief-maker, boss who goes to court? (9)
3 Longed to be holy – young hooligan (5)
4 Having made arrangement, get garage to collect (9)
5 Spasm cutting sport short repeatedly (5)